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Abstract

The global plasma shift is calculated analytically for a helical system with an ideal wall.

The derived expression for the plasma shift, incorporating both the finite-fi plasma

expansion and the opposing reaction of the nearby ideal wall, can be used for interpreting the

observable high-,8 equilibrium effects in LHD and other helical devices.
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1. Introduction

Analysis of free-boundary plasma equilibrium in a conventional stellarator shows 1]

that the pressure-induced shift A. of the plasma column must be fairly large at high :

19 -A 16 --:� 190
02 b 2,8,

Here =p'b I R u is the rotational transform at the plasma edge, b is the averagedb

minor radius of the plasma, R is the major radius, is the volume-averaged ratio 2plBo'

with p being the plasma pressure and B,, the toroidal magnetic field at r = R, and

,80 = 2p(O) / B2 is the value at the magnetic axis.

For Large Helical Device (LHD) with R = 39 in, b = 06 m, u, = 2 we have

0 0.1 for =3%, which is equivalent to 6 cm1811 = . 15, and the lower bound in (1 is

outward shift.

If such a large shift would appear in LHD, it certainly could be observed, for example,

when the Shafranov shift was measured with soft X-ray CCD camera 3]. However, there is
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no mentioning of observations of large 'global' plasma shift in 3]. Therefore a question arises

why the plasma column shift in RD is actually smaller than the above estimate.

The pressure-induced plasma shift can be suppressed by the vertical field B as

described by the formula (see [1 4 and references therein)

Ab = A A I (2)

where A. is the observed shift of the plasma boundary or 'global' plasma shift, the

expressions for both A, and A, are given below. The field B, can be produced by the

currents in the poloidal windings, which can be controlled, and by the currents induced in the

conducting structures around the plasma. The induction field appears when the plasma

column tends to expand toroidally with increasing 8, as described by A., The outward

expansion would result in the change of the magnetic flux between the plasma and the

conducting wall, and the induced currents oppose this change on the time scale determined by

the magnetic field penetration through the wall. If this time is longer than the discharge

duration, the wall may be considered as ideal.

Theory of current-carrying plasma equilibrium in a tokamak with an ideally conducting

casing is described in [5 6. The studies of this subject have been stimulated long ago by the

early experimental results demonstrating the urgent need of measures aimed at providing the

plasma equilibrium along the major radius in a tokamak 7, 8]. However, the same problem

for a stellarator has not yet been fully analyzed. This is so because until recently the

stellarators operated at rather low and the plasma equilibrium in stellarators is provided by

the original magnetic configuration which is not strongly distorted by the equilibrium plasma

currents at low 8. For more details see [ 1 4.

LHD is a superconducting device, it operates now with high 8 2 912], so the toroidal

effects in equilibrium are rather pronounced 3 Therefore, the problem of global plasma

equilibfium in a stellarator with account of the superconducting (ideal) wall becomes urgent,

especially when the above-mentioned estimates for Al. show such a noticeable effect.

The problem of global plasma equilibrium in a stellarator was discussed in [ 315]. see

also the reviews [ 1 4. The present analysis is based on the models described there. The new

element introduced here is the ideal wall at some distance from the plasma. In [1 4 13-15],

the vertical field B was considered as a free parameter. Now we find it under the constraint

of the magnetic flux conservation due to the ideally conducting wall.
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2. Brief introduction to the model and definitions

The model is based on the modified stellarator approximation allowing description of

tokamaks and stellarators within the unified common approach [1 4 The approach

essentially exploits the fact that, in a stellarator, the helical magnetic field is much smaller

than the toroidal field. Tis allows us, in a linear approximation in this small parameter, to

express explicitly the three-dimensional (31)) deformations of the magnetic surfaces through

the axisymmetric part of the flux function, V(rz). The equilibrium problem is reduced then

to solving 2D equation for this unknown function. Dealing with V(rz), we operate with

characteristics describing the averaged geometry. For example, the toroidal surface formed by

the ellipse rotating uniformly along the toroidal angle corresponds, in terms of Vrz) to

the axisymmetric toroid with circular cross-section, 'circular torus'. Here r, �, z are the usual

cylindrical coordinates associated with the main geometrical axis of the device.

We consider a 'conventional stellarator' with a circular planar axis and helical fields, a

device like LHD or CHS. Within the model, the plasma boundary is described as a circular

torus perturbed by the helical field. Large-aspect-ratio expansion is used in analytical

calculations below. The shift A. of the plasma boundary is assumed to be small:

A b / b << I For more details see [ 1, 13, 14].

Magnetic surfaces = const in stellarators (or tokamaks) are described by the function

V = V� + V,. + VP,, (3)

where yf, is the poloidal flux of the helical magnetic field, V,.,, is the poloidal flux due to the

external axisymmetric field, and V, is the plasma-produced poloidal flux. At the first step of

our analysis we need the function outside the plasma, in the vacuum region between the

plasma and the wall.

The plasma-produced poloidal magnetic flux outside the plasma in a conventional

stellarator was calculated in 14]:

VP, = 2;r[f,) (1) + f QCOS a +...], (4)

where (1,a) are the polar coordinates with origin at the center of the plasma cross-section,

Fig. 1, and

fo (1) = bRBJ In 8R _ 2 (5)
I
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b C- bl J6j (In R - ), (6)
1 2 � I

Bi = J /(2;zb) is the magnetic field of the net current J , and C is a constant which can be

related to the plasma parameters by matching the inner and outer solutions for the equilibrium

magnetic field at the plasma boundary.

The poloidal flux V/,, of the helical magnetic field FB enclosed by the magnetic surface

is calculated by the formula [I]:

A?1 2Ar'
V - ' [A.Bi]v� B, (7)

B, JVO B, 

where is the oscillating part of the integral f d�, B, is the toroidal magnetic field, and

brackets (..), denote the averaging over �. The most simple approximation for yt is

obtained in coordinates (pu) related to the geometrical axis, Fig. 1. At the moment, we

introduce it as V. -_ Vf (P)

Ile poloidal flux of the external (vacuum) magnetic field must satisfy the equation

div V Wext 0 (8)
r

For our purposes, in the geometry assumed (circular averaged cross-sections of the plasma

and the conducting wall), it is sufficient to retain here a term describing the external

homogeneous vertical magnetic field:

V" VO (t) + AB, (r2- R 2 (9)

The necessary relations, relevant functions and quantities are defined now. Next we

must find the constraints following from the boundary conditions for the function V/.

3. Boundary conditions

By definition, the function V/ must be constant at the plasma boundary. The s ame is

true at the wall if we assume it ideal. Thus, at these two boundaries of the vacuum region we

must satisfy the conditions

V = const. (10)

In our model, the plasma boundary is described by I = b. If V is known as a function of

1 and a 

V/ = A1)+ B, (1)cosa,
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the condition V = const at the plasma boundary is satisfied by B(b) = .

The plasma-generated part of V/ is already calculated in such a form, Eq. 4). We have

to express two other functions in 3) in variables and a.

The poloidal flux V,, of the external magnetic vertical field Eq. 9 can be

rewritten as

Y/,. = ZBJ- I(R + Aj - 2(R + A, �cos a + 12COSI a]. (12)

Here we have used the relations between the coordinates, see Fig. :

r=R-pcosu=R+Ab _'CoSal (13)

psinu == 1sin a. (14)

It follows then that

P = 1 Abcosa (15)

which is valid for >> Ab 'when the global plasma shift (shift of the plasma boundary) is a

small part of the plasma radius, Ab lb << 1. In this case, in linear approximation in A. lb,

V� (P) = V � W_ V' ( ) bcos a (16)

Combining 4), 12) and 16) and comparing the result with (I 1), we obtain

BQ)= 2zfl (l)-2;rRIB, V"(1)Aj, (17)

and the boundary condition B(b = gives

f, (b) - RbB, + RA,, B = (18)

Here f, is the function defined by 6), and

B' -=-EN =,Ub B(I (I 9)
2,,d? R

In the model, the ideal wall is prescribed by p = a,., which allows a shift of the plasma

relative to the wall. To apply the boundary condition (IO) at p = a,, we must transform V to

the form

V = D(p)+ E(p)cosu, (20)

so that the condition V/ = const at the wall is satisfied by Ea = .

Similar to 15), and 14) for P > Ab we can express I from 13 as

1 = P + AbCoSU (21)

After transformation of the functions VP, and V,.,, to variables (pu) we obtain

E(p) = 2[f.(p)A� + f, (p)]- 2)zRpB,, (22)
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and, finally, from Eaj = :

b
- If, (a,. + fo(a, )Ab RbB = . (23)
a

Relation 18) is a part of the equilibrium conditions for a plasma. It follows directly

from p = jx B and must be satisfied in any case. Equation 23) is an additional constraint

resulting from the requirement that the wall is ideal.

4. Equation for Ab

Without the wall, we would have Eq. (18) which gives Ab as a function of B and f,

with B being a parameter. With ideal wall, we have two equations: (18) and 23).

Subtracting one from another to eliminate B_L, we obtain

fj b) _ b f b (a, )A, - RA B (24)a,)= A b
a, ac

which, by using (5) and 6), can be transformed into

C�b 2 b 2 a,, b2
-- I +Bln-=RA, B +-Bj (25)
a2 2 b a2C C

This equation relates the plasma column shift to the geometric and magnetic parameters of the

equilibrium configuration. To analyze it, we must express the constant C in smilar terms.

The constant C appears in 6) as a parameter used to describe V/P, outside the plasma,

Eq. 4 The introduced magnetic fluxes are related to the axisymmetric component of the

poloidal magnetic field, BP I by 1 4]

R = V(V- VJXV� 'V (Y/P + V"' )X'V (26)
2;r 2,T

where is the toroidal angle. In the coordinates (1,a), keeping only two first terms in the

Fourier series, one obtains

bfo,+f, cosa
BP'e, =-fo - 1) + Bcosa+..., (27)

R (R R

and, with account of expressions (5) and 6) for fo and f ,

HI B + + b B In 8R (28)
Rb 2R b

where H, is the amplitude of the cosine harmonic of the tangential component of BP at the

averaged plasma boundary F:
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BP'e Bj + H,,cosn a. (29)
n=1

Combining 28) with Eq. (I 8), which in an expanded form reads as

B'Ab = B - C +b Bi In 8 _ (30)
b Rb 2R ( b

we can express Bj_ and C through the measurable values H,, Bj, and b:

B = HI_ b B. In 8 _) A B', (31)
2 2R b 2 2b

C = bR H,-AbB' _ b Bi (32)
2 b 2R

Then the equality 25) yields

2 2
a,' = a, I R( H b

Ab B B' 2 B., In a' Bj - I -'AbB' I - 2 (33)
b 2R b 12 b b ac

Since no restfiction has been imposed on B., and B' in the above derivation, this

expression must be valid for any ratio between B' and B., I In other words, it can be applied

either to tokamaks, B' = , or to stellarators without current, B = which are two limiting

cases. It describes, as well, any intermediate configuration (stellarators with current).

5. Two opposite limits: tokamak and current-free stellarator

For a tokamak, B' = , relation 33) is reduced to

I b2
Ab = a' In'7 A- l- - (34)2R b 2 a�

where

A=-R Hi (35)
b B1

Expression 34) is a well-known Shafranov's result [5] for current-carrying plasma, and A is

a quantity introduced by Shafranov to describe the oscillating part of the poloidal magnetic

field on the magnetic surfaces in a tokamak (in our case we need it at the plasma boundary):

B e"I Ltj I- bAcosa (36)P r R

compare with 29).
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The tokamak expressions 34)-(36) cannot be used for current-free plasma in stellarators

(more precisely, for equilibrium configurations with small B. B*) because A introduced by

(35) is not defined for B. = when H, is finite. Since B' and B. enter Eq. 33) in different

ways, it is impossible therefore to draw a close analogy between tokamaks and stellarators in

this case.

For a cuffent-free plasma, Eq. 33) gives

Ab I AbB* I b2 (37)
B Hi 2

b 2( b a,

The quantity H, can be found from the magnetic measurements outside the plasma 14]. The

shift Ab itself can be measured by the magnetic loops and probes 14, 161. Thus, Eq. 37)

relating the measurable values allows expen .mental verification.

Equations 33), 34) and 37) clearly show the effect of the conducting wall on the

plasma shift. In all cases, for a, = b they give a natural result b = . This illustrates a

general tendency: the plasma shift Ab is smaller for the wall closer to the plasma.

Equations 33), 34) and 37) contain H, the amplitude of the cosine harmonic of BP

at the plasma boundary, which is still an unknown parameter here since up to now we have

considered only ihe magnetic field in the vacuum region between the plasma and the wall. To

find H, , one should solve the complete equilibrium problem. That can be done in two steps.

First, Hi can be expressed through the geometrical quantities describing the plasma

boundary: the shift, ellipticity, etc. Since BP is determined by V V/, not only these parameters

will enter the resulting expression for H, , but their derivatives also. Determining these

derivatives must be the second step, where the equilibrium equations for the plasma must be

used. This problem has been solved analytically long ago for a large-aspect-ratio tokamak

with a circular plasma in a circular vacuum chamber [5]. Now we briefly describe a similar

procedure for a stellarator.

6. Current-free stellarator with circular shifted magnetic surfaces

If the cross-sections of the surfaces V = const near the plasma boundary IF are circular

(the relative shift is allowed), the relation 26) can be written in the form

BP =-B.[ap(a)Va-pu,(p)Vp1xV�, (38)

where
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V'(a) = -2=13.p(a), (39)

Vlv'(p) = -2gpB�,pb (p), (40)

p(a) is the rotational transform, , (p) is the vacuum rotational transform produced by the

helical field.

We need Eq. 38) for calculating H, , the cosine harmonic of BP e, at the plasma

boundary. For these purposes, we have to know the geometry of magnetic surfaces near the

boundary only.

We parameterize the averaged magnetic surfaces near the plasma boundary as

r R + A(a) - acoso

z asinO

where a is the label of a magnetic surface, and is the poloidal angle. In this case

(I - A'cosO)Va = esinO - ecosO (42)

with er= Vr and e = Vz being the unit vectors.

At the plasma boundary we have = a, a b, so that

e 1 (43)
Val r -- I y(b)cosa

and

e, e "', _b-AbCosa (44)
r P

Here the next relations have been used, see Fig. :

e = erCoSa + esm a, (45)

Pe" =le, +Aber (46)

With 43) and 44) we obtain from 38)

b u(b) Ab
BP'e, = Bo - Ph (P cosa)]. (47)

r r I I - A'(b)cosa b

All values here must be taken at the averaged plasma boundary. According to 15),

#Jpj, =,u,,(b)-#'(b)AbCoSa1 (48)

and the amplitude of the cosine harmonic of 47 is

= Bo b �[#(b)-#,, (b)] b +,u(b)A'+,u' + B Ab (49)
HI R R h (b)Ab b
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Inside the plasma the rotational transform profile ua) can be strongly distorted at

finite 8 [1 4. However, at the plasma boundary it can be expressed as

P __= PJ + Ph(b), (50)

where u = RBj 1(bBO) is the rotational transform due to the net toroidal current. This allows

us to rewrite 49) in the form

HI = b B + b BO ("A'+ UhAb + B* Ab (51)
R R b

This is valid for both the tokamaks and stellarators. Here we need H, for the current-

free stellarator, B. = (actually the result is valid for B I<< B*). In low-,8 approximation,

assuming that the model of circular shifted magnetic surfaces 41) is applicable for the

description of the whole plasma column, one can obtain from the equilibrium equations [ 1 41

(,UhA)' 2R B (52)
lr= b B 0

where

I b p'(a) a2
B = Bf _ _ C da, (53)

,6 0 0 P(a) b 2 PS

and CPS is the coefficient 171 describing the reduction of the Prsch-Schliiter current when

the plasma column is strongly shifted relative to the geometrical center of a stellarator In

conventional stellarators, usually Cps = 1. For the case considered, Eq. (5 1) yields

Hi -B* Ab = B (54)
b 6

This allows us to rewrite 37) in a compact form

b 2
Ab =A I_ (55)16 2

ac

where

B18
A18 = -b B * (56)

The latter is the free-boundary pressure-induced plasma shift discussed in the Introduction.

Expression (55) explicitly describes the ideal wall effect on the pressure-induced shift of

the current-free plasma column. The effect is stronger for the wall closer to the plasma.

However, the effect is noticeable even when the gap between the plasma and the ideal wall is

rather large. For example, Eq. (55) shows that for b /a, = .7 the wall effect results in 50%
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reduction of the shift. This means that in the example considered in the Introduction we would

obtain 3 cm plasma shift with the ideal wall instead of 6 cm for the free-boundary case.

Note that Ab can be also written in the form 2) with A, given by 56) and with

Al =bB-L (57)
B

which follows from (I 8) for the current-free plasma. Equations 55)-(57 imply that with ideal

2wall A- =-A 16 b' lac , so that in this case

b2
=B (58)

ac

The latter relation gives the value of the vertical field due to the currents induced in the ideal

wall.

7. Conclusion

The analysis shows that the ideal wall must strongly affect the pressure-induced plasma

shift in helical devices. According to (55), the effect is noticeable even for blac = 12. The

plasma shift reduction due to the currents induced in the ideal wall may be a reason why the

Shafranov shift measured with soft X-ray CCD camera 3] was small.

According to (55), the plasma shift may be completely suppressed by the wall reaction

in case only when the plasma-wall gap is negligible. In real devices, the gap is finite. For

LHD a rough estimate can be blac =0.6/0.9 [181. In this case, the plasma shift must be

twice smaller than it would be without the wall. For 3 we obtain from (55) that the

shift will be several centimetres in a helical device with ideal wall similar to LHD. Such a

shift is large enough to be measured, which can be used for diagnostic purposes. It must be

noted that the analysis based on assumption of the ideal wall overestimates the effect of the

wall in the real devices. In other words, Eq. (55) should be considered as a lower estimate for

Ab, and actually the pressure-induced plasma shift must be larger. Therefore, the problem

deserves more attention.
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Figure 1. Transverse cross section of the plasma column shifted to a distance b relative to

the geometrical axis r = R; Ia are the quasi-cylindrical coordinates associated with

the plasma column center.
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